A web-based platform for mining pancreatic expression datasets.
We have recently constructed the pancreatic expression database (http://www.pancreasexpression.org/). It is a freely available web-based tool that currently holds 7,636 gene expression measurements from various pancreatic cancer types, precursor lesions (PanINs) and chronic pancreatitis. It was constructed with the aim of enabling mining of the large body of publicly available genomic/proteomic data in the pancreatic field and thus furthering our understanding of the complex basis of pancreatic cancer within the realm of systems biology. Annotated, integrated pancreatic datasets were stored in a data management system based on the BioMart technology alongside public annotations. Within our first database report we incorporated 32 datasets and have also included several easy examples of its usage. We now provide further, more sophisticated query types that we hope will serve as a prototype for possible questions of interest that might be addressed in the pancreatic biology community. The systematic understanding of the pathobiology underlying pancreatic cancer initiation and progression is a prerequisite for devising timely diagnostic tools and successful drug target discovery. As the database is only as comprehensive as its contents and as user-friendly as its query engine, we invite the pancreatic biology community for feedback and submission of further datasets.